A seed bank
For over 30 years, the Association Los Amigos de los Jardines de La Oliva have collected seeds of endangered species and then plant them elsewhere through educational programs.

B.2. They have created a solidarity network
that organise charitable meals in the park, raising money to help South American immigrants with health problems.

C.2. Carmen women
Through Nuestra Señora del Carmen Association, women lead different workshops and activities throughout the year. Worth to mention is the sewing workshop, in which Carmen women have woven their pillowcases for the occasion, "illuminating their dreams" like a Christmas lamp.

D.2. 220 students
The program of activities of the allotments combines agricultural production with cultural and educational initiatives. One of them allows 200 children from 11 schools in the northern district of the city to undergo weekly in school gardens. They learn to cultivate a slow and patient perception of the environment, also that the gardens expect them to expect from them.

E.2. A self-managed neighborhood
In the district of San Julian there are several areas managed by the inhabitants, who have reinforced their identity: La Casa Grande del Pumarejo, the Huerto del Rey Moro and college Huerta Santa Marina already have an intense story, while others like San Luis Street and the Jardín Chico are emerging gradually.

A.3. 1,000 balloons...
To celebrate this process we have inflated with helium 1,000 biodegradable balloons. Later, along with the neighbors, we tied messages to the seeds. Eventually we intertwined all the balloons, forming a large tree that contained one thousand trees.

F.2. Indoors, outdoors...
In a day of convivence, the headquarters of the local associations opened in unison their doors to the city. Guided tours, a cross-cultural gymkhana, a Senegalese meal, children’s workshops, a collective mural, tales and games from the world and other activities that connected the collective indoors spaces and the public spaces of the neighborhood.

E.3. What if it was a cloud instead of a star?
Community vs individual, cloud droplets as a community vs a single individual stardom. The design of the Nu_b emphasizes the collective work of the various neighborhood associations.